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‘Off  the Beaten Path' Commentary 

 

From the start, my intention was to compose a piece of music that depicts a day of off 

road mountain biking. My reasons for choosing this topic were because it was 

something that I have real experience in and something that was both exciting and 

even quite emotional at times. The emotions are mostly uplifting but sometimes also 

of fear and contemplation.  

 

I used the guitar to help compose this piece simply because if I hear a melody in my 

head, I usually know where it is on the guitar and how to quickly work out an 

accompaniment for it. The materials that emerged are very solid, this is definitely a 

piece about rhythmic and melodic units and how they fit together to create a journey.  

 

There are three main themes to the piece and a reoccurring 5/4 rhythm which is heard 

at the start. I develop these themes so that they can depict all of the different dynamic 

changes within the ride. For example, at bar 97, the section called ‘scenery’ is 

constructed by means of both rhythmic augmentation and of a main theme that is then 

melodically filled in by the oboe. This created a spread-out version of the theme 

which I felt suited the meaning of the section. At bar 145, I made use of cannon to 

construct the section called ‘exhaustion’ as I found that the echoing effect sounded 

very desperate and daunting.  

 

The form of the piece consists of ten sections, although, material is often re-used in a 

developed state for these. Initially, I imagined an intro and outro to the piece, and so I 

began by composing material for these. This material was to represent the journey to 

and from the actual ride and so needed to work well as both a build-up and a build-

down. I deliberately chose the time signature of 5/4 for the opening riff because of 

how it rhythmically throws the listener and then composed a contrasting sustained 

melody to go over the top. The majority of the piece (middle parts) contain two main 

themes, these are named ‘down hill’ and ‘up hill’ and are written in 3/4 to help give 

contrast. When these themes occur for the second time, they are developed and re-

used (re-named) for different parts of the ride. 

 

The most challenging aspect was deciding on the order of the sections. I spent a long 

time on this. I overcame this by simply writing down the names of each section, what 

I intended them to achieve, and looked at the overall form to see if it was balanced.  

 

The following issues were raised during the workshop which I have now corrected.  

 Score needed some curtesy accidentals,  

 I needed to remove an empty bar and use a fermata instead 

 A couple of phrase markings were contradicting staccato marks, 

 The opening 5/4 rhythm needed to show beets more clearly 
 


